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This identification was widely believed and employed in many studies.
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This geometry describes the strong coupling 5d SYM in the low temperature regime.
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• Although there is no over wrap, we can extrapolate the information of the confinement phase
of the 4d YM through the AdS D4 soliton. The results obtained from this extrapolation
agree with known properties of pure Yang-Mills qualitatively.
• Sakai-Sugimoto model which is an application of this set up reproduces some experimantal
QCD results.
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It is natural to explore a higher temperature regime to answer;
•What is the gravity dual of the deconfinement phase?
•What is the gravity dual of the confinement/deconfinement transition?

2. Review of holographic QCD

◆ Two ways for obtaining a thermal partition function of 4d pure Yang-Mills
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We need to fix the boundary condition of fermions.
4d limit
AP b.c.:
P b.c.:

Since fermions decouple under the weak and low temperature limit (4d limit)
and F =0 dominates, the temporal boundary condition is irrelevant.
We will compare the phase structures of the SYM in these two boundary conditions.
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symmetries of the deconfinement phase and black D4 are different too.
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Although the holography predicts the phase diagram of 5d SYM
with the (AP,AP) boundary condition consistently,
the above identifications to the 4d YM are not correct.
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◆ Metrics of gravity solutions
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◆ Why is the GL transition related to the C/D transition?
•Natural relation between the GL instability and Hagedorn instability in gauge theory.
•Natural relation between the D3 brane distribution in gravity and
the Polyakov loop in guage theory.
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◆ D3 brane distribution and Polyakov loop in guage theory
D3 brane distribution (
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◆ D3 brane distribution and Polyakov loop in guage theory
We can evaluate the Polyakov loop operator which is the order parameter of
the confinement/deconfinement transition from the
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◆ Why is the GL transition related to the C/D transition?
•Natural relation between the GL instability and Hagedorn instability in gauge theory.
•Natural relation between the D3 brane distribution in gravity and
the Polyakov loop in guage theory.

We can explicitly confirm these agreements in a 2d gauge theory;

We can construct the gravity dual of this theory by using D2 brane and obtain the same
phase structure to the 4d YM case. On the other hand, a gauge theory analysis is possible
by using a 1/D expansion.
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◆ Confinement/deconfinement transition in the 2d gauge theory.
GWW point

stable
Hagedorn point

meta-stable
unstable

critical
point
Fig. Free energy vs. temperature in confinement/deconfinement transition through a 1/D expansion.

3 Polyakov loop distributions appear:
• uniform distribution:
(confinement)
•non-uniform distribution:
(deconfinement)
• gapped distribution:
(deconfinement)
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◆ The GL transition in gravity
stable
meta-stable
unstable

GL point
critical
point
Fig. Free energy vs. temperature in a typical 1st order GL transition

3 solutions appear:

•AdS D4 (= uniformly smeard solitonic D3):
•non-uniform smeared solitonic D3:
• localized solitonic D3:

Kudoh-Wiseman 2004

GWW point

stable
Hagedorn point

critical
point

GL point
critical
point

These two transitions share similar nature!

meta-stable
unstable
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5. chiral symmetry restoration in Sakai-Sugimoto model

◆ Sakai-Sugimoto model
Put

Sakai-Sugimoto 2004

branes on the D4 brane geometry and ignore their backreaction
(probe approximation

)
Same to Witten’s D4 geometry

SU(N) gluon

massless quarks
relevant massless fields: gluon+quarks (realistic QCD model)
This system has

chiral symmetry.

It is shown that this chiral symmetry is broken in low temperature.
We can expect that the chiral symmetry would be restored
in a higher temperature as in the real QCD.
c.f. Aharony, Sonnenschein, Yankielowicz 2006 showed it by using
the black D4 geometry, which is not related to the deconfinement phase…

5. chiral symmetry restoration in Sakai-Sugimoto model

◆ Chiral symmetry breaking in a low temperature phase
Sakai-Sugimoto 2004

are separated.

AdS D4 soliton

are connected.
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◆ Chiral symmetry restoration in high temperature
Strategy

Sakai-Sugimoto model

T-dual along the t-circle

Evaluate the possible D7 brane configurations after taking the T-duality.

● subtle issue: We will use the P boundary condition although the model involves the quarks.
As far as we use the probe approximation, it may not be relevant.
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◆ Chiral symmetry restoration in high temperature
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◆ Chiral symmetry restoration in high temperature
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◆ Chiral symmetry restoration in high temperature

All transitions are 1st order.

Conclusions
•We proposed the following new correspondence in the holographic QCD.

4 dim SU(N) YM

IIA/IIB SUGRA

• confinement phase

• AdS D4 soliton (= smeard D3 soliton)

• deconfinement phase

• localized D3 soliton in IIB

• C/D transition

• Gregory-Laflamm transition in IIB

• unstable QCD string
wrapping

• unstable IIA string wrapping
(= unstable KK mode along

)

• Gauge theory analysis of the C/D transition in the 2d gauge theory agree with our conjecture.
• Chiral symmetry restoration/breaking transition in the Sakai-Sugimoto model

Future Direction
• What is the T-dual of the localized D3 soliton?
• Real time formalism. Does the universal viscosity ratio change?
(No black brane appears in our proposal!)
• Derivation of YM from (AP,AP).
Ignore the black D4 brane solution as a artifact of holographic QCD (c.f. doubler in lattice)

